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Alex Cohen came below to trigger a fuss so that Isaac Litt would certainly show up. 

If he can not also manage these minions, after that this trip would certainly have been 
for nothing. 

Alex got out of the automobile and said to the security guard, “What do you suggest? 
I’m below to review a big company with Isaac Litt. 

Isaac Litt’s pharmaceutical factory and lab were illegal. Even the security personnel 
were simply uniformed ruffians. Generally, ruffians would only accept require as well as 
suched as to bully the weak. 

Alex’s words handled to scare the security guard. When he scrutinized Alex and Big 
Ken once again, he assumed that they did not look fierce and did not appear harmful. 

On the other hand, nobody would generally come below such as this to do service. 
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The guard might not comprise his mind, so he entered into the manufacturing facility 
and also drew out a 30 -something-year-old man with a crewcut. 

Instead, he stared at Alex warily and said in an unfriendly tone, “I’m Jay Thorton, the 
manufacturing facility supervisor. Via what channel did you learn about Mr. Litt?” 

Alex shrugged his shoulders as well as claimed, “My name’s Chris Larson. I’m also a 
business owner like Isaac Litt, so it’s not weird that I’ll recognize of him, right?” 

” I heard from the guard that you want to talk about an organization with Mr. Litt? What 
type of company?” 
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” I run a drug store, so what service could I perhaps have by pertaining to a 
pharmaceutical factory? It’s obviously to acquire medications! Where’s Isaac Litt? I’m 
here for an industry as well as I require to talk to him face to face.” 

” Mr. Litt’s a busy man. He rarely comes by as well as I’m the one accountable of the 
pharmaceutical manufacturing facility. Besides, you’re simply the proprietor of a drug 
store. Exactly how large an organization can you even discuss? It doesn’t excite me in 
all, so why should I also trouble informing Mr. Litt? You ‘d much better go back. We 
don’t usually collaborate with pharmacies and also only supply to huge suppliers.” 

” I do not just have one pharmacy.” 



” Even if you have 10 pharmacies, just how much of our drugs can you even order for 
your shops?” 

” No, I have 5,000 drug stores.” 

” What? 5,000? Are you joke me?” 

” Could I drive a Lamborghini if I didn’t have numerous drug stores?” 

What Alex said was the fact. 

Helse Pharmacy chain was among Helse Pharmaceuticals’ major organizations. Their 
store covered mostly all of the areas in the country. Furthermore, several of the larger 
cities even had more than one Helse Drug store. 
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Their overall variety of pharmacies had lengthy went beyond the 5,000th-store mark. If it 
were except such a great deal of pharmacies, the marketplace value of Helse 
Pharmaceuticals would not have gotten to hundreds of billions of bucks. 

Alex knew that it would not be a very easy task to meet Isaac Litt, so he had intended it 
heading below. 

After a moment of reluctance, Jay Thornton stepped aside and also provided Isaac a 
call. 

Although this pharmaceutical manufacturing facility was just a front as well as was 
normally used to privately refine all sort of illegal drugs, in order to cover their tracks, 
they had gotten a correct permit to produce some standard medications. 

This was not for the sake of gaining more money, however to confirm Isaac Litt’s 
identification as “the proprietor of a pharmaceutical manufacturing facility” because he 
could not possibly present himself as a dope dealer, could he? 

Nonetheless, if their manufacturing facility might get a large order, it would certainly 
likewise make them a lot of money, so there was no factor to miss out on this possibility. 

Jay Thornton was simply a henchman educated by Isaac Litt, so he was also a harsh 
and ignorant male similar to Symore. He had little expertise regarding business area, so 
when he listened to words “5,000 drug stores”, he assumed it must be a big deal and 
reported it to Isaac Litt with no hesitation. 

However, Isaac Litt was an old-timer in the business globe. As quickly as he heard this, 
he felt that something was off. 



For a huge business with 5,000 pharmacies, there would certainly be many 
pharmaceutical factories dealing with to be their provider, so there was no demand for 
them to come right here personally. 

Jay Thornton followed Isaac’s guidelines and secretly took photos of Alex, Big Ken, and 
also the Lamborghini. He after that sent them to his manager through WhatsApp. About 
three mins later on, he obtained a message from Isaac. 

” The one who claimed to be Chris Larson is in fact Alex Cohen. Take him down! Both 
of them!” 

” Alex Cohen? He really concerned us?” 

Jay Thornton felt unbelievably shocked and also sputtered a couple of words, but in the 
long run, he avoided asking if Isaac was mistaken. 

He after that returned to the entryway and stated, “I’m terrified you’re not right here to 
actually look for cooperation today, however to get medication for on your own? You 
appear to be so sick that you can’t even remember your own last name?” 

Alex was amazed to hear this. 

This is fascinating … I can recognize why Isaac Litt didn’t desire to reveal up before you 
individuals acknowledged me. I never would certainly’ve thought that the mighty Isaac 
Litt would be such a coward!” 

” Hmph! Cohen, don’t think too highly of yourself! Do you think that you can just meet 
Mr. Litt even if you want to?” 

” Jay Thornton? I expect you’ve currently called Isaac Litt? Big Ken, let’s look for him at 
the laboratory. 

Alex tried to prompt them right into action, however he still did not manage to tempt 
Isaac out, so he had no choice yet to powerfully look the area. 

Jay instantly asked his troublemakers to border the Lamborghini securely and also 
claimed to Alex with a sneer, “You assume you can run now that you’re here?”. 

” What, you intend to maintain me right here?”. 

Alex shook his head as well as stated casually, “Jay Thornton, you can’t stop me from 
coming over. Checking out your ability, you people also can’t quit me from leaving!”. 

” Simply you wait! Take him down!”. 



Jay Thornton waved his hand and a team of gangsters attacked Alex as well as Big Ken 
at once. 

Huge Ken was tough as well as unyielding as he battled them off. 

Alex’s combating capacity had actually likewise substantially improved, and he had the 
ability to handle a few of the ruffians without any problem. 

Jay did not anticipate that Alex and also Big Ken were that great at battling. Mr. Litt 
already told us that we should maintain them below today!” 
. 
After he claimed that, there was a loud clatter as Jay tossed a bunch of steel pipelines, 
machetes, and various other tools onto the ground. 

” Do not relocate!”. 

Big Ken considered Alex’s safety and did not want him to obtain accidentally harmed, so 
he promptly hurried onward and stood in front of Jay Thornton. With a swift movement, 
he got a handgun from his back with his right-hand man and yelled at the gangsters, 
“Every one of you! Stop relocating!”. 

” You even have a gun? You … if you have the f * cking balls, simply shoot!”. 

As Jay talked, he bent to get his tool. 

Boom! 

Big Ken did not be reluctant to raise his hand and also discharged a shot right beside 
Jay’s head. 

Jay’s tympanums virtually ruptured as well as his head was humming. He never 
believed that Large Ken would in fact attempt to shoot in broad daytime as well as even 
without a silencer! 

The criminals that will go over to get weapons were also terrified. 

Large Ken wanted to benefit from the moment when his challengers were stunned to 
take Alex away. 

At that extremely minute, Symore rushed over with a large team of his individuals. 

Symore, that had been enjoying the circumstance anxiously from the shadows, wished 
to come and also assist, but Alex had actually not given the order. When he heard the 
gunshot, he could not stand it any type of longer and hurried over with his males. He 
intended to aid Alex as well as Big Ken, but since he came at a hard time, it made the 
scenario much more complicated. 



Numerous punks on Jay Thornton’s side rushed over to Symore as well as the two 
teams entered into a fight when driving. 

They were in the suburbs as well as there were not lots of vehicles on the road. 

Jay did not risk to oppose the gun-wielding Huge Ken. When he felt that he had actually 
partly recuperated his hearing, he hurried to the road with his guys and started to fight 
with Symore’s males as well. 

Huge Ken was in a hard setting as well as looked back to Alex. 

” Youthful Master, what should we do currently?”. 

” F * ck them all! If Isaac Litt doesn’t risk to reveal his face, then let’s ruin his factory! It’ll 
be even better if we remove another one of his henchmen! Because we’ve come all in 
this manner, we have actually got to make it worthwhile!”. 

After Alex spoke emphatically, he grabbed 2 steel pipelines and tossed one of them to 
Big Ken. 

The two of them took a look at each other and also rushed over together … 
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Both Alex Cohen and Big Ken recognized that because things had involved this, they 
could just make the very best from it. 

They did not criticize Symore since he had actually meant well. 

Although Symore was spontaneous, he did not do any injury with his good purposes. To 
make sure Alex and Big Ken’s safety and security, Symore had additionally hired all the 
brothers he might find in the vicinity. There were more than 40 of them, including Seth 
and Long Face. 

Symore’s guys were well-prepared and also had the mathematical advantage over 
Isaac Litt’s garrison. 

The various other side had just one strong factor of attack, which was Jay Thornton, 
while Symore had numerous solid males on his side. In addition to the three of them, 
there was additionally Large Ken, who was a specialist boxer, to maintain the 
circumstance. 

Big Ken wished to attack the leader of their challenger first, so he defeated Jay 
Thornton up and ended up crippling him. 
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Alex remained in high spirits as well as planned to eliminate, but the fight ended shortly 
after he signed up with the team. 

The opponents were so beaten up that they were all discouraged and also surrendered. 
Symore’s males had actually likewise bordered them at the major entry of the 
pharmaceutical manufacturing facility. 

Alex scanned the team of challengers and shook his head in frustration. 

All of you look big and solid, but in reality, none of you can battle! Jay Thornton, do you 
still want to keep me right here?” 
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Jay’s best arm was damaged and possibly disjointed. He withstood the discomfort, 
clenched his teeth, and also said nothing. 

He looked at Alex with a surging fire in his eyes. 

Slap! 

Symore turned his hand and also put Jay while he yelled, “Mr. Cohen’s talking to you! 
Are you deaf?” 

Jay was blazing at Alex, yet before he had time to vent his feelings, he saw that Symore 
raised his arm once again and swiftly lowered his head. 

Alex did not trouble to talk nonsense with Jay any longer. He called Big Ken apart and 
also asked, “Just how do you assume we should handle them?” 

Huge Ken thought regarding it and also responded, “There are lots of them, so it won’t 
be simple. They all work for Isaac Litt, either as gangsters or drug dealerships, so as 
lengthy as they’re detained, they’ll inevitably go to jail.” 

” Mentioning which … I have actually long had a concern. If Isaac Litt’s so widespread, 
why hasn’t he been detained?” 

” Perhaps quickly. There’s no way the police will certainly simply let him be …”. 
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As they were chatting, there was a sudden commotion. 



When traveling stone’s throw ahead, a convoy showed up, led by a black Mercedes 
SUV and also complied with by 4 vans of various dimensions. From the appearances of 
it, they were heading in this manner. Alex stared at the fleet and all of a sudden his eyes 
brightened. 

” Brother, that should be Isaac Litt bringing help, right?”. 

Big Ken likewise looked at the convoy vigilantly as well as stated, “That’s likely! Is Isaac 
Litt lastly mosting likely to reveal himself?” 
. 
Jay Thornton, that had actually been keeping back for a very long time, unexpectedly 
giggled and said, “Cohen, don’t run away if you have the digestive tracts! You attempted 
to damage my arm, so I’ll cripple all your arm or legs!”. 

Slap! 
. 
Symore slapped Jay once again and also shouted, “Who the hell asked you to talk? You 
better watch on your own!” 
. 
Jay gritted his teeth in anger and also stated, “F * ck you! I ‘d like to see the length of 
time you can give the cold shoulder!”. 

Both groups of individuals at the scene were eagerly awaiting the arrival of the convoy. 

Jay Thornton was awaiting back-up, while Alex was awaiting his opponent. 

As quickly as the convoy was about to get to the entry of the pharmaceutical 
manufacturing facility, another Volkswagen Tiguan suddenly appeared from the 
opposite direction and quit at the entry. A high as well as mighty-looking guy with a 
square face jumped out of the car and also stared at the convoy. 

Under every person’s careful stare, the Mercedes leading the convoy really did not stop. 
The four vans at the back also did not stop and disappeared together with the 
Mercedes. 

Symore came back to his detects. Instantly turned about, put Jay Thornton once more, 
as well as questioned, “Tell me currently, exactly how long can I act cool down?”. 

The backup that Jay Thornton had actually waited for as long did not come to his 
rescue, so his newly brought back toughness dissipated instantly as well as he did not 
risk to debate … 

Alex understood that the convoy was frightened by the square-faced male and wanted 
to visit greet him. 



Large Ken beat Alex to it and also was currently strolling in the direction of the guy with 
a smile. 

” Bro, we meet again!”. 

” Huge Ken?”. 

The square-faced male looked at Big Ken with a stunned face and asked, “Why are you 
here?”. 

” My Young Master has an animosity versus Isaac Litt, so we came here to try to find 
him but could not find him.” 
. 
” Your Youthful Master?”. 

The square-faced guy kipped down the direction that Big Ken was pointing as well as 
took a look at Alex with curiosity 
. 
Big Ken saw that Alex likewise looked puzzled, so he offered an intro. 

It turned out that the square-faced male was Harvey Simpson, the Captain of the City 
Authorities Narcotics Department. 

Alex trembled hands with Harvey Simpson while he grinned and also said, “No surprise 
the convoy was frightened. It’s due to the fact that Captain Simpson showed up! Were 
you just going by or …”. 

Harvey shook his head and also claimed, “I have actually gotten a report from my 
representative as well as came right here purposefully.”. 

” Representative? Captain Simpson, do you suggest … you’ve been viewing this 
pharmaceutical factory for a long period of time?”. 

We have actually been privately examining Isaac Litt for a long time as well as this 
pharmaceutical factory is his transit factor as well as our crucial crouching location. The 
covert agent with Isaac Litt reported that Isaac had actually uncharacteristically offered 
his males some guns in broad daytime and even directly led the goal.”. 

” Thanks! You saved us. …”. 

Alex realized that he had been a little bit impulsive earlier as well as had actually 
accidentally impacted the medication team’s plans. He was all set to say sorry, yet 
Harvey’s phone called. 

Harvey after that directed the policeman to bring Jay Thornton’s people to the cars and 
truck one by one 



. 
Jay noticed that everybody jailed was from his side and stated to Harvey, “Why are you 
just detaining us? Shouldn’t both parties be arrested? 

Harvey reacted dourly, “You know the legislation, do not you? Why are you still a drug 
dealer?” 
. 
” I.”. 

” Also, you’re not being apprehended for dealing with. I’m from the Narcotics 
Department, so I only detain drug dealers and also absolutely nothing else!”. 

No person recognized whether what Harvey claimed held true and also just he knew. 

The entire pharmaceutical factory was plundered by a great deal of law enforcement 
agent and also every person working there was detained. This suggested that the 
Narcotics Department, led by Harvey Simpson, had officially begun to punish Isaac Litt. 

Alex saw that the police wagon shuttling the offenders were leaving and also really felt 
both happiness as well as sorrow in his heart. 

He felt joy because someone was aiding to take care of Isaac Litt. 

The grief was since there was no chance to take revenge on Isaac Litt. 

Huge Ken presumed Alex’s ideas and softly comforted him. 

” Youthful Master, if my hunch is appropriate, Isaac Litt was probably advised by 
someone to take care of you. There’s no direct grudge between the two of you as well 
as he had no objective to deal with you. It’ll be the exact same if you look for vengeance 
from the individual who ordered him to do so. If you actually want to seek individual 
revenge on him, then we need to locate him prior to he’s apprehended …”. 

Alex waved his hand as well as stated, “Let fate take its training course. I hold an 
animosity versus him, it’s not to the point where I want to eliminate him. As long as he’s 
jailed, his life would more than as well as my disgust for him will certainly be resolved 
after that. I simply do not understand when he’ll be caught …”. 

Right now, Isaac Litt was being in his car, having fun with an unloaded gun in one hand 
and also holding a secretly taken image of a stunning woman in the other. 

Among his groupies enthusiastically fed him the details. 

” Mr. Litt, this woman is Harvey Simpson’s niece. I listened to that they’re very close to 
each other and have a father-daughter-like relationship. As a last hope, we can capture 
this lady to endanger Harvey Simpson.”. 



Isaac Litt’s expression did not change and also he did not even lift his eyes. He simply 
claimed blankly, “Like a father-daughter partnership? In the end, they’re still not daddy 
and also little girl.”. 

” Mr. Litt, this lady isn’t only Harvey Simpson’s niece. She additionally has some type of 
partnership with Alex Cohen …”. 
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Isaac Litt elevated his eyebrow and also followed up with an inquiry, “What 
partnership?” 

The groupie lastly discovered a chance to show off and also responded in all 
seriousness. 

” Mr. Litt, according to my examination, this woman functions as an accounting 
professional in Alex Cohen’s tiny firm with a registered resources of only $100,000. 

They do not appear like associates neither common close friends. They’re most likely 
fans that have not made their connection public or have yet to establish a main 
partnership.” 

” Oh? There’s also such a coincidence?” 

Isaac Litt carefully analyzed the photo in his hand as well as exposed an evil smile while 
he added, “Then we can use this female. Send out somebody to keep an eye on her 
24/7. When there’s a demand, we need to take her down immediately and also there 
must not be any type of blunder!” 

” Okay Mr. Litt, I’ll make the plans!” 

Isaac and also his groupie finally pertained to a positive arrangement … 

On the other hand, Alex and Big Ken were on the back. Huge Ken all of a sudden 
recalled something and stated, “Young Master, exists a woman named Jane Simpson in 
Hudson Styles?” 

Alex responded and responded, “Yes. What’s up?” 

” Jane’s daddy is Harvey Simpson’s relative.” 

” Oh? There’s even such a partnership …”. 

When Alex found out of this, he could not aid however assume that the world was truly 
so little. 



Nonetheless, Alex did not assume much about it and he still had no suggestion 
concerning Isaac Litt’s untrustworthy strategy … 

On Harvey Simpson’s side, according to his initial plan, it was not yet time to catch them 
because they still had not yet found out Isaac Litt’s channels. 

Strategies can never ever catch up with the modifications. 

Ever since Harvey openly showed up at the entry of Isaac’s pharmaceutical factory as 
well as invaded it, the original strategy was interfered with and also he needed to act 
ahead of routine. 

Harvey led the law enforcement officer of the Narcotics Department, and with the 
collaboration of the undercover agent placed in Isaac Litt’s camp, they had actually 
battled hard for a number of days and nights and finally caught the majority of Isaac’s 
guys. 

Just Isaac was too cunning and constantly managed to go away without a trace. 

The apprehension group made numerous attempts according to the tip-off as quick as 
they could, but they still did not manage to capture Isaac. 

At around 7:00 pm that evening, Harvey, with the threat of subjecting his undercover 
agent, lastly discovered of Isaac’s precise area and also rapidly led a group in a crazy 
quest for numerous hours. They handled to catch Isaac in a little town on the borders of 
the city. 

To finish the task of apprehension, also the SWAT team was dispatched. 

Greatly armed SWAT policemans, trendy helicopters, and intelligent dogs were all given 
the front lines 
. 
The village was surrounded and also Isaac Litt was doomed, so Harvey was in no hurry 
as well as took 2 policemans into the village to discover the place where Isaac was 
remaining. 

Right now, on the streets of Quill City, Jane Simpson as well as her buddy had actually 
just finished viewing a movie and also had a simple dinner together. They had actually 
simply reached the car park, however before they might enter into the cars and truck, 
they were surrounded by four young men that unexpectedly emerged from the 
shadows. 

Jane Simpson had actually found out some self-defense methods like grappling from 
Harvey. She likewise had a pepper spray in her bag. 



If she was alone, there was a high probability that she would have the ability to escape. 
The problem was that she needed to protect herself as well as look after her best friend 
at the same time. 

As an outcome, her ideal close friend was great, yet she was taken straight right into a 
van and brought away … 

On the other hand, Harvey had cautiously had actually very carefully discovered of 
Isaac’s residence. He leaned versus the wall, got to out, and knocked while he said 
probingly, “Isaac Litt! 

” Captain Simpson, come on in.”. 

Isaac’s voice did not appear the least bit nervous, but really felt instead informal as he 
proceeded, “It so happens that I have something to discuss with you.”. 

Harvey felt that something was wrong. After he verified that he was putting on an armor, 
he pushed open the door as well as tipped within despite the guidance of his 2 staffs. 
There was a gun on the table with the safety and security still involved. 

Isaac pointed to a feces about 3 meters away from himself. After gesturing for Harvey to 
take a seat, he grinned and asked, “Captain Simpson, have you ever before believed of 
an inquiry? 

Harvey drank his head and said, “Isn’t it since I’ve blocked all your escape paths?”. 

” I recognize that you need to’ve posted my desired poster at numerous stations, 
entries, and also leaves. Yet you can’t perhaps lock down the entire Quill City. 

If I was determined to leave, you would not be able to quit me. The reason I didn’t 
attempt, besides not wanting to take any threats, is since I don’t also need to sneak 
away.”. 

” Isaac Litt … exactly what are you trying to claim?”. 

” What I’m attempting to say is that there’ll be someone who will certainly arrange for 
me to honestly leave Quill City. I likewise will not be leaving alone. I’ll also take my 
enemy away to take my revenge slowly.”. 

” Who? Who would presume to companion a fugitive like you away?”. 

” That individual … is you.”. 

Harvey frowned and also claimed, “Isaac Litt, are you crazy? What are you squealing 
about? I’m the Captain of the Narcotics Team as well as I’m the one accountable of 



jailing you. Even if the sun increases from the west, I’ll never allow you go, let alone 
companion you out of the city!”. 

” You will … if you still intend to see your precious niece.”. 

” What?”. 

Harvey’s heart pumped as well as his entire body tightened. He asked with necessity, 
“What do you mean? Are you attempting to blackmail me with Jane? 

Have you been enjoying too many police officer flicks? Even if you want to utilize Jane 
to intimidate me, you’ll have to catch her. However you’re below as well as your guys 
have mainly been captured, so just how can you get Jane as a hostage?”. 

” Captain Simpson, from an extremely young age, under the influence of my grandfather 
and daddy, I have actually recognized one principle, which is ‘far better risk-free than 
sorry’. 

I have actually been dabbling in this service for half my life, and also equally as you’ve 
covertly planted spies in my camp, I have actually also covertly cultivated a team of 
individuals, specifically trained for minutes like this.”. 

” You also have a back-up?”. 

” That’s a must. Otherwise, do you believe I’m truly that very easy to catch?”. 

As he was talking, Harvey’s phone shook. He was in a state of anxiety listening to 
Isaac’s words, however when he saw words “Jane” displayed on the display, his heart 
instantly jumped to his throat and he rapidly picked up the phone. 

” Jane, where are you? Are you okay?”. 

It took a few secs before a man’s voice appeared, “She’s great in the meantime. 
However whether she can escape from this relies on what you do next!”. 

” Beep … beep …”. 

The call finished abruptly as well as right away after, Harvey obtained a WhatsApp 
message. It was a brief video clip that lasted less than 10 secs. In the video, Jane’s 
hands were connected behind her back to the bed structure. Her mouth was packed 
with a towel, her hair messy and also perspiring, as well as her eyes were swollen from 
sobbing. 

That was not Jane’s typical state, Harvey could acknowledge her immediately. He 
attacked over in a couple of huge strides, got hold of Isaac’s collar with his left hand, 
after that took out a handgun with his best hand and held it to Isaac’s forehead. 



Isaac was in no hurry at all. If you’re not careful, also if you simply gently scratched my 
skin, you’ll never obtain to see your niece once again. 2 days ago, I even took a closer 
look at her. 

Harvey had actually aired vent several of his anger and adjusted himself. He released 
Isaac, dropped his weapon on the ground, raised his hands, as well as said, “Release 
Jane and also I’ll be your hostage. I’ll even ensure that you can leave Quill City 
securely.”. 

” You?”. 

Isaac trembled his head and also included, “Captain Simpson, I’m open to exchanging 
hostages, but absolutely not you!”. 

” After that do you want as a hostage?”. 

Isaac slowly corrected his collar, sat down in his initial position, as well as tilted his head 
as he smiled and said, “I listened to that your niece has a good relationship with a 
young male named Alex Cohen? I desire him …”. 

Harvey was a little bit shocked as well as asked, “I’m the one who intends to apprehend 
you. What does it concern Alex Cohen?”. 

Isaac drank his head as well as stated, “Captain Simpson, if you do not want your niece 
to be in trouble, turn over Alex Cohen and prepare an auto for me to leave Quill City …”. 
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Isaac Litt’s several attempts to eliminate Alex and also Francis Cohen were at the wish 
of his partners, Gerald and also Jared Xavier. 

As far as he was worried, there was no straight animosity between him as well as Alex. 
The reason he was so established to take Alex Cohen as a captive and bring him along 
was to remove any type of future issues. 

He had arranged numerous murder attempts formerly and they were meant to be a sure 
success, however both Alex and Francis Cohen escaped every single time. 

While he believed that the Cohen father-son duo were both very fortunate, he 
additionally recognized that they need to have had some unique links. Otherwise, they 
can not have gotten away fatality. 

Afterwards, he did some research study on the father-son set as well as discovered that 
Alex was a really strange individual. 



If Alex’s strength was outlined on the table for all to see, regardless of just how powerful 
he was, Isaac could still discover a way to deal with it. 
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The key was that Alex resembled a strange bottomless pit. 

Usually, the unknown was even more frightening. 

As long as he made good use of Jane Simpson this moment, he needs to have no 
worry leaving safely. 

The only thing was that he would certainly need to be in the hideout in the future. Not 
only from the authorities, however likewise from Alex Cohen. 
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If he might utilize this chance to remove Alex permanently, he might not just live a more 
comfortable life in the future, but Gerald and Jared Xavier would also owe him a large 
support. Even if every one of his home were seized, he might still obtain a great deal of 
take advantage of the Xavier family and could still reside in convenience. 

This was what Isaac Litt was intending to do … 

Harvey Simpson was so baffled that he might not figure out what Isaac Litt was 
believing, nor did he have the heart to think about these ingrained troubles. The most 
urgent thing at hand was to conserve Jane. At this time, the repercussions would 
certainly be unimaginable if a gorgeous lady like her was not rescued in time from Isaac 
Litt’s gang of dope dealer! 

He did not intend for Alex to be associated with this issue. 

Isaac’s perspective was undaunted and left no space for negotiation. 

Harvey had no choice yet to call Alex and described the circumstance thoroughly. He 
after that made his attitude clear. 

” Alex, Isaac Litt wants you to be a captive, however it’s only his personal will and also 
it’s not within my expectation or factor to consider. I won’t ask you to do anything neither 
will certainly I try to convince you, so just make your very own decision. Whatever 
choice you end up making, I’ll respect it.” 

After he claimed that, Harvey hung up the phone and called Huge Ken to explain the 
situation. 



At first, Alex was intending to head to bed, but once he heard that Jane had been 
abducted, he got his automobile tricks to leave readily. 
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Isla Sullivan, that had been listening in on Alex’s call, recognized what was taking place 
and also presumed what Alex wished to do. Without a reservation, she stood up, got his 
arm with both hands, as well as asked sternly, “What are you doing?” 

Alex frowned and said, “Conserve her, certainly! Really did not you hear it all?” 

” What’s your connection with that Jane Simpson?” 

” No … Isla, how old are you? Is this even the correct time to review this?” 

” I simply would like to know why you’re existing to me! Jane was abducted, so why 
don’t you just allow her uncle rescue her? Why must you change her? 

Also the kidnappers recognize that you’re more vital to her than her uncle! And you, on 
the other hand, what does it say regarding you that you agreed to change her without 
also considering it? That suggests she’s equally as crucial to you! In your state, can you 
two be simply coworkers or friends?” 

Alex did not expect Isla to have assessed so much as well as patiently clarified, “Jane 
was taken as a hostage partly due to the fact that she was linked by me. 

The circumstance’s very challenging and also it’s impossible to explain everything in a 
couple of words. Anyhow, in my opinion, she’s the one who needs to experience as a 
result of me, so I require to be liable!” 
. 
” Even if what you state is real, no one asked you to replace her as a captive. The 
authorities policeman stated on the phone that the abductors are taking you away for 
retribution, not because they’ll allow you go when it’s secure to do so. 

” Who claims I’m mosting likely to die? I have actually constantly been lucky as well as 
the individual that might eliminate me hasn’t even been born yet.”. 

When encountered with a life-or-death choice, how can you simply act so recklessly? 
The abductor has no direct animosity versus Jane and also abducted her simply to 
obtain away from Quill City. The kidnapper has a grudge versus you and also is asking 
for you as a hostage simply so he can get rid of you!”. 

” Isla, this is an emergency situation. I can’t pay attention to your reasoning. Can we 
wait until I return?”. 



” No! Alex, I’ll offer you 2 choices. If you listen to me as well as stay at residence, then 
we’ll continue to manage as we always have. However if you choose to leave, after that 
we’re done! Whether you can return, just claim we’ve never ever also satisfied each 
other!”. 

It had actually been a long period of time given that Isla had been so upset. 

Alex did not also go over such a huge issue with her and made a decision right away. In 
her point of view, it was because Alex just cared regarding Jane as well as did not take 
her seriously. 

No matter how charitable an individual was, she or he would certainly end up being self-
seeking when it pertained to like. 

Isla pitied Jane and also wanted to try her best to save her, yet she would never ever 
willingly surrender the person she loved. 

Alex never ever anticipated that Isla would certainly have such a fantastic response 
. 
From Isla’s words, she was requiring him to choose between her and also Jane 
Simpson, and he has to make a choice 
. 
It resembled asking him who to conserve initially if two of his good friends fell under the 
water at the same time. This was a f * cking difficult concern! 

Jane was still waiting to be saved. Alex did not have time to assume about it, so he 
pushed Isla’s shoulder as well as said, “I’m actually confused right now, yet one point is 
clear to me. We’ll chat about it when I get back. 

After Alex finished speaking, he rapidly headed out. 

Isla saw as Alex left hurriedly as well as stood frozen at the entrance for a long time. 

Her splits streamed out automatically and also there was just one idea in her mind. ‘In 
the long run, was I the one that shed?’. 

On the other hand, as quickly as Alex drove his automobile out of the cellar parking 
area, he saw Big Ken driving his modified Lavida as well as hurried over to him. Large 
Ken likewise saw him as well as promptly pulled over sideways of the road. He got into 
Alex’s Lamborghini and asked quickly, “Youthful Master, are you sure you wish to save 
her?”. 

Alex responded and stated, “Bro, you’re not attempting to quit me, are you?”. 

” Rationally, I must quit you from taking this danger, else I couldn’t possibly clarify this to 
Master as well as Madam.”. 



” There’s a yet, right?”. 

” Well, I understand your character, and in this scenario, you ‘d surely want to conserve 
her. Isaac Litt will certainly drive you away and also just when he really feels that he has 
reached a safe place will he disclose Jane’s location to Harvey.”. 

” And then what?”. 

” What if he takes you away and also we can’t catch up, yet he still doesn’t disclose 
Jane’s place?”. 

” Hiss … Judging from Isaac’s underhanded attitude as well as his existing 
circumstance, there’s an actual possibility that he’ll do this. In that situation, my life and 
Jane’s life would certainly be in threat, so I’ll be taking this danger for nothing? What do 
you suggest after that?”. 

” Only Isaac understands where Jane has been taken as well as just he can offer the 
order to launch her.”. 

” The inquiry is, exactly how do we obtain him to launch her?”. 

” It looks like we can’t tackle it the correct way and also would certainly require to take 
special steps once more … Young Master, try to get a chance to be alone with Isaac 
later, after that leave the rest to me!”. 
As he talked, Large Ken got two points from his pocket. 

One was a slim silver needle, and also the various other was a thumb-sized porcelain 
container. 

Alex was a little bit overwhelmed and also asked, “Brother, what are you planning?”. 
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Huge Ken grinned wryly and claimed, “Young Master, you’ll understand later on.” 

Alex reduced his curiosity and did not penetrate even more. He then concentrated on 
driving the vehicle. 

Also though Alex did not purposely find out from these skills from Huge Ken, his 
combating ability significantly improved and also his driving abilities had improved a lot. 
Alex was still much from Huge Ken’s fantastic “Racing God” degree, he had already 
gotten rid of his newbie name and also can drive with ease. 

When it was nearly midnight, Alex came to the town where Isaac Litt was at. 



Harvey Simpson promptly greeted Alex, who had just gotten off the automobile, and 
asked him in all seriousness, “Have you thought about it?” 

Alex drank his head as well as claimed, “What else is there to think about? Take me to 
fulfill Isaac Litt.” 

Advertisement 

” Alright, however … to ensure your security, you need to place this on very first.” 

Harvey had obtained an armor from another policeman. 

” There’s no requirement, Captain Simpson. For Isaac Litt, I’m his only wish for leaving 
Quill City to life, so despite how much he wants to eliminate me, he’ll still hold back until 
he has actually securely left.” 

” Alright then. Please follow me!” 

Advertisement 

Harvey brought Alex and also Big Ken to the entrance of Isaac Litt’s hideout. 

Big Ken saw through a void in the door that Isaac Litt was alone, so he drew Harvey to 
the side and quietly stated, “I’ll go in with Youthful Master. You can wait out right here. 
No matter what happens therein later on, as long as Young Master and I do not call out 
to you, nobody is permitted to come in, including yourself.” 

” Huh?”. 

Harvey frowned and also said, “Bro, what are you intending to do? You recognize very 
well that Isaac Litt’s a savage medicine dealer. 

” Brother, you’re not an outsider, so I’ll tell you the fact. If there’s a must to give up 
someone, after that somebody else will need to give up for Young Master, not the other 
way around! I recognize it may appear unkind of me to state this, however it’s my task 
to secure the Young Master and I can’t allow him obtain taken away by Isaac Litt. 
Additionally … this is just my position. It has nothing to do with him.”. 

” You and I each have our very own objective. I recognize your thoughts, but I just pity 
Jane …”. 

” Bro, do not be as well cynical. If I hadn’t considered a win-win remedy, I wouldn’t have 
let the Youthful Master come.”. 

” A win-win? Brother, what is it?”. 



” Provided your identity, it’s better for you not to know. If you trust me, simply do as I 
say!”. 
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Harvey considered for a moment, then all of a sudden responded and also claimed, 
“Okay! Brother, I’m depending on you!”. 

Huge Ken patted Harvey’s shoulder and also provided him a certain look. He after that 
walked over to Alex and pushed the door right into the house. 

This was the very first time Alex met Isaac Litt. It would also be the last time he saw him 
… 

Alex simply tried to change his emotions outside and also attempted to remain tranquil 
despite threat. When he entered the space as well as saw the fierce-looking Isaac Litt 
with a gun on the side, he still obtained anxious and did not attempt to get as well close. 

He feigned peace as well as claimed, “You must truly despise me, huh? You’re already 
so close to fatality, yet you still wish to drag me down with you.”. 

Isaac responded with a sneer, “Child, I ignored you. Because you’re right here, let’s 
obtain going.”. 

Huge Ken saw that Isaac Litt had actually stood up, so he promptly took two steps 
forward and also disrupted. 

” There’s no hurry. Isaac Litt, the auto we scheduled you is still on its way right here. In 
this short duration, we can do some essential points, like launching the captive 
initially?”. 

” Cut the crap!”. 

Isaac Litt obtained anxious and aimed his weapon at Huge Ken while he proceeded, 
“I’m not mosting likely to let the woman go till I leave Quill City. Additionally, I just desire 
Alex as a hostage, so everybody else should leave currently! Otherwise, don’t condemn 
me for being discourteous to you.”. 

” Appears like you do not comprehend your situation properly. At this juncture, your 
weapon’s still not filled?”. 

” You … what do you assume you’re doing?”. 

Isaac assumed that whatever was under control and also truly did not mean to fire 
below. Prior to he can complete his sentence, Big Ken struck on him. 



Big Ken’s stamina was incredible. With one twist of his hand, Isaac’s ideal wrist was 
deformed and also the gun fell out of his hand. 

Having already prepared all this, Huge Ken connected his left hand, caught Isaac’s 
pistol, and also tossed it to Alex. After that, with both hands, he pinned Isaac down on 
the table. 

Big Ken strongly punched Isaac on the back of his head, which nearly smashed the 
table. 

Isaac was surprised as well as sobbed loudly. 

” What the hell were you thinking? How risk you strike me? You do not intend to save 
that lady, do you?”. 

” We’ll absolutely save her, but the way to do so should be various from what you think 
… “. 

Big Ken threw the defeated Isaac on the ground, got the needle as well as porcelain 
bottle, then said, “If you wish to endure the night, launch the hostage quickly. Otherwise 
…”. 

If you attempt to kill me, that woman will certainly be dead for sure. Prior to she passes 
away, she’ll additionally be gang-raped by at least four people! Just how risk you lynch 
me? 

Isaac’s mindset was very undaunted, but in a life and death circumstance, this was his 
only choice. 

Both cops outside listened to the sound within as well as asked Harvey if they ought to 
go in to see what was going on. 

Harvey reacted with a demanding face, “No one can go in without my approval!”. 

This way, Isaac’s concept of alerting the authorities to remove Large Ken was foiled. 

Big Ken uncorked the porcelain bottle, stuck the needle in, and dipped it in the pitch-
black liquid. He claimed to Isaac, “I believe that you will not let her go even if you pass 
away, but there’s an additional circumstance which is worse than fatality. How much 
time you can hold out entirely depends upon just how much you can birth …”. 

After he said that, Big Ken squatted down and used his knee to press against the rear of 
Isaac Litt’s neck. Readily, he clasped Isaac’s right-hand man and also placed the 
needle into the tip of Isaac’s best thumb. The needle was put in the direction of the 
within the nail plate as well as went just a few centimeters deep. 



The pain of having a needle inserted right into the fingertip was no less than the pain of 
having one’s spheres crushed. 

Huge Ken had also dipped the needle in a toxin that could improve the discomfort and 
more disrupt the mind of the infected individual. Just this one shot had Isaac’s entire 
body convulsed in discomfort. 

Under the twin excitement of the severe pain and the medication result, Isaac Litt, that 
was currently woozy, came to be much more dazed. 

Instantly later, Large Ken gave Isaac another injection in his forefinger. 

Alex, as a viewer, was so alarmed that he might not birth to consider it and also 
transformed his head away. 

Isaac, as the victim, really felt that this was even worse than fatality, yet he can not live 
neither die. After obtaining three shots, Isaac, that had actually been tortured into a 
state of madness, gave in and disclosed Jane’s location. He had actually likewise given 
instructions to Jane’s guards to release her. 

Alex immediately shared this information to Harvey, who was standing guard at the 
door. 

Under Harvey’s command, a SWAT team hurried to the area where Isaac said Jane 
was held as well as effectively rescued her. They had actually also arrested Isaac’s four 
secretly educated henchmen. Right after, Jane called Harvey to report her security. 

Harvey’s uncertain heart finally eased, knocked on the door, as well as asked probingly, 
“Bro, are you done?”. 

” Wait a minute!”. 

Big Ken shouted back at Harvey, then looked in the direction of Alex and said, “Young 
Master, I’ll leave the remainder to you.”. 

As he talked, Large Ken additionally signified with his eyes to the weapon that Alex was 
holding. 

Alex knew that Large Ken was giving him time to retaliate which Isaac was suffering 
from severe torture, so he said to Large Ken, “Allow’s simply leave it as is. Given his 
criminal offense, it would certainly be also merciful to eliminate him directly.”. 

As soon as Isaac heard this, he rapidly ordered Large Ken’s ankle joint and also stated, 
“Please! Simply kill me!”. 

” You have no right to seek fatality!”. 



Huge Ken withdrew his foot and also followed Alex outside. 

Isaac attacked his teeth as well as crept ahead with his left hand supporting him. He 
was getting closer and closer to the pistol that Alex had actually thrown on the ground 
… 
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Outside the front door, as soon as Harvey Simpson saw that Alex and also Big Ken had 
actually appeared, he quickly swung his hand and also screamed, “Apprehension him!” 

Harvey rushed right into your house with two policemans and promptly came to be 
anxious when he saw Isaac Litt getting a handgun. He quickly dropped in his tracks 
while he obstructed the various other policeman with one hand and intended his 
weapon at Isaac Litt with the various other. 

” Take down the weapon currently, or I’ll shoot!” 

Isaac did not put down the gun that he had actually gotten with terrific difficulty. Instead, 
he gazed straight at Harvey and also said, “Go on and also shoot! What are you waiting 
on?” 

You have no selection yet to raise up your hands and surrender! Also if you have not 
devoted a criminal offense, if you risk to assault a cops policeman with a weapon, I still 
have the right to shoot you dead on the area!” 

” After that why the f * ck are you still waiting? Hurry up as well as fire!” 

Advertisement 

Isaac was lying on the ground. His right-hand man remained in such severe discomfort 
that he was about to lose consciousness, so he could not move it whatsoever. He might 
just utilize his left hand to gradually lift the gun. 

When Harvey saw this, he disengaged the safety, held his weapon with both hands, as 
well as aimed at Isaac’s shoulder. 

The other 2 law enforcement officers were additionally very alert, drew their guns, and 
also aimed them at Isaac. 

All 3 of them prepared to shoot if Isaac dared to direct his weapon at them. 



Advertisement 

Little did they understand, Isaac was so intent on passing away that he was eager for 
them to shoot him earlier, yet they was reluctant for too lengthy. He obtained quick-
tempered, so he might only aim the gun at his own head. 

Only then did Harvey understand Isaac’s intents to prompt him. He wanted to stop 
Isaac, yet it was too late. 

Boom! 

Isaac shot himself without hesitation and also passed away instantly. 

The primary drug dealer that had actually been lodged in Quill City for years ended his 
very own life in front of the individual who wanted to arrest him the most. 

Regarding why Isaac committed self-destruction, Harvey could only think of, yet he 
would certainly not seek the concern. He would only attach a sentence to the recap 
report of the case: Isaac Litt committed self-destruction in the process of being jailed, 
being afraid regret … 

After the team was disregarded, Harvey did not return to the police headquarters with 
them, however instantly brought Alex and also Big Ken to Jane Simpson’s residence. 

Jane remained in a state of shock and was still in a trance, so she stayed in the bed 
room with her mother as she was still distressed. 

Her father discovered of Jane’s rescue and expressed his thankfulness to his 
benefactors, Alex as well as Big Ken. 

Advertisement 

Alex just wanted to check on Jane’s condition and did not involve take credit history, so 
he took his leave after exchanging pleasantries. 

In behalf of Jane’s family members, Harvey sent out Alex downstairs and elevated an 
issue. 

” Alex, most of us understand that Isaac should have to pass away. His family, his 
associates, and his males won’t assume so and also may come to look for retribution on 
you and me, so please be cautious in the near future.” 

Alex nodded as well as claimed, “Aren’t all his males virtually captured?” 

” We’ve just arrested the ones we have actually discovered that relate to him. There are 
possibly some that we haven’t located yet.” 



” Then who are some of individuals in his household?” 

” As for I recognize, his wife separated him several years earlier as well as left him with 
a son as well as child.” 

” Alright.”. 

Alex responded as well as claimed, “Again, I don’t assume I did anything wrong and I do 
not need to take any type of duty. Those that want to look for vengeance on me had 
much better not come. Simply go back in. 

” Alright after that!” 
. 
Harvey subconsciously wanted to encourage Alex not to take matters into his own 
hands as well as to call the police, particularly not to use physical violence to combat 
violence. 

On second thought, with Alex’s identity, he not just had the ability to solve problems 
himself, however he likewise had the strength to bear any repercussions. Extra notably, 
even if he had said it, Alex would certainly not have actually paid attention, so he merely 
held back and also said nothing. 

When Alex returned residence, it was means past twelve o’clock at night, so he did not 
interrupt Isla as well as went straight to rest. 

Isla was indeed in the room, however she was still awake and also did not even change 
into her pajamas. She had been standing strictly in front of the window as well as had 
been on tenterhooks ever since Alex left the home so resolutely. When she saw that 
Alex had driven back, she was ultimately soothed. 

At the same time, she was a lot more saddened 
. 
She was thinking that Alex did not also call her to report his safety and security even 
though he had actually made it through. 

This was enough to show that Alex really did not appreciate her sensations in all … 

The next day when Alex stood up, it was the center of the day as well as he might not 
locate Isla, so he called her, yet no one answered 
. 
Alex understood that Isla was angry and also wanted to discuss, however he could not 
reach her, so he had to call Cynthia Pedestrian and also asked, “Is Isla at the office?”. 

Cynthia was irritated as she stated, “Does it have anything to do with you whether Lala’s 
at the office or not? Have you ever before respected her?”. 



” Oh attractive Cynthia, I did have a little debate with Isla last evening, yet as you stated, 
it was due to the fact that the circumstance was so immediate last night that I really did 
not have time to go into details. It’s due to our lack of communication and I do not 
believe it’s a large issue. We’ll be great once I clarify it to her.”. 

” You don’t think it’s a big deal. That’s just your individual opinion. Do you understand 
what Lala assumes?”. 

” I. I really do not understand.”. 

” I have actually listened to all about your conflict with Lala, and I, as a third party 
onlooker, think you’re a bit excessive.”. 

” Forget it. It’s unclear over the phone. I’ll pertain to the workplace and also inform you 
personally.”. 

” According to Lala’s desires, you won’t even obtain the possibility to discuss because 
you have actually already removed your ties with her. Yet … sigh … why am I even 
friends with you both star-crossed fans? 

Hurry up as well as come over after that! I’ll try to convince Lala also. You ‘d better be 
quick because Lala has a crucial meeting with a customer in the mid-day and she’s 
scheduled to treat the customer to supper after job. After that, she needs to visit her dad 
in the hospital, so she’ll be extremely active as well as won’t have time for personal 
matters.”. 

” Okay!”. 

When Alex ended up depleting, he did not even trouble to fill his empty tummy as well 
as went out quickly. When he reached the basement parking area, as quickly as he 
entered into the auto as well as began the engine, a stylish silhouette rushed over, after 
that pulled the door open and also scooted to the guest’s seat. 

It was a woman in her late twenties putting on a laid-back outfit as well as apartments 
without any noticeable number, but a really fragile face. 

Alex assumed that he was a chick magnet and that a gorgeous woman had taken the 
campaign to strike up a discussion. The next point he recognized, the charm obtained a 
pistol from her bag, which was as delicate as her face. She held the gun with her right-
hand man, sustaining it on her lap, as well as her left hand was covering the weapon as 
she aimed the muzzle to Alex and stated coldly, “Drive!”. 

” Who are you?”. 

Alex was confused as well as proceeded, “Charm, have you incorrect me for someone 
else?”. 



” My name is Shelynn Litt.”. 

” Your last name is Litt? Are you …”. 

” Yes, Isaac Litt’s my papa.”. 

” Are you here to avenge your papa’s fatality? You would certainly much better obtain 
your realities directly. He eliminated himself while being apprehended by the authorities. 

” Do you believe I do not know anything regarding it? Hurry and drive!”. 

” Where to? Shelynn Litt, I’m telling you. Even if I had something to do with your dad’s 
death, it’s still prohibited for you to do this …”. 

Because you’ve guessed my identification right away by my name, you should 
understand that I have a bro? He’s at Gold Rock’s entrance hall and additionally has a 
weapon in his hand, which is a lot more powerful than mine. If you do not desire a 
particular Sullivan to obtain shot, simply drive the automobile!”. 

” Okay, all right … I’ll drive!”. 

Alex’s heart tensed as well as he instantly began the car. While Shelynn Litt was not 
listening, he used his left hand to touch his phone and also wanted to secretly call Huge 
Ken. 

Shelynn saw it but did not stop him as well as faintly stated, “Alex, you don’t need to be 
sly. If you want to phone, simply do so. … you may not be able to make that phone 
call.”. 

Alex grabbed the phone and also checked out it, then located that there was no signal, 
not also a solitary bar. 

He drove the automobile out of the basement parking area and also still had no signal 
on his phone. 

” What’s going on?”. 

Alex took down his phone, considered Shelynn’s bag, and stated, “You brought a signal 
blocker?”. 

Shelynn did not address Alex’s question and gradually spoke her mind. 

” Alex Cohen, I’ll state it once again. If you do not want my sibling to take place a killing 
spree at Gold Stone, you would certainly much better act yourself! I’ve already claimed 
what I require to say and what I shouldn’t say, so allow’s see how you carry out next 
…”. 
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Alex Cohen practically got Jane Simpson into problem last evening as well as still had 
heart palpitations. 

Out of the blue, Shelynn Litt turned up as well as currently Isla Sullivan remained in risk 
as a result of him. 

He was entirely passive as well as had no power to negotiate with Shelynn, not even 
the possibility to play tricks. He had no choice however to pay attention to Shelynn’s 
plan. It was not the end. As soon as he got to the highway, he saw that Large Ken was 
driving over. 

Alex did not dare to offer Large Ken a signal. He then asked Shelynn, “Where to?” 

Shelynn replied, “Just drive according to my directions … transform right at the front.” 

Alex did not ask anymore questions as well as followed her instructions. They drove 
away from the city and also involved a place where he had actually been in the past, 
which was the deserted cement factory where Shane Locke had brought him to 
formerly. 

Advertisement 

This was an extremely remote location with couple of people and was absolutely a good 
area to commit crimes. 

Shelynn took away Alex’s phone, transformed it off, as well as put it in her bag. She 
then switched off the signal blocker and obtained her very own phone to telephone. 

” I’ve brought him over.” 

After the phone call, Shelynn fell silent. 

Advertisement 

Alex did not attempt to do anything due to the fact that Shelynn was aiming the weapon 
at him. He could not overcome his inquisitiveness as well as asked inquisitively, 
“Shelynn Litt, considering that you want to retaliate your father as well as you assume 
that I killed him, why didn’t you just kill me? Why did you bring me right here?” 

” You’ll see in a minute!” 

Shelynn fell silent once again after she said this, till her bro, Shiloh Litt, hurried over. 



Shiloh Litt took Alex into the facility structure and claimed frigidly, “First, a word of 
cautioning to you. I have actually left your office, there are still people keeping watch 
there as well as I left my weapon with them. 

We agreed that I ‘d send a message to him every 30 minutes, so if I don’t contact him 
on time or offer the order to do it, he’ll take out that Sullivan lady …”. 

” What do you men want?”. 

Alex questioned them once more 
. 
” Regarding I understand, my papa was alone with you and also one more person for a 
long time last night prior to devoting suicide, throughout which my father yelled 
sometimes. The only factor we really did not eliminate you immediately is that we 
needed to know what you did to my daddy. What did you men discuss?”. 

It was nothing even more than convincing him to give up as well as we obtained into a 
tussle. Maybe I struck him a little too tough and also he shouted … As for his self-
destruction, he certainly recognized he had devoted a felony and also really did not 
want to be prosecuted. 

” Truthfully, I uncommitted what you claimed or did. I just want to know what my papa 
claimed!”. 
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” I’m sorry. Your dad died in such a rush that he didn’t have time to leave you his last 
words …”. 

Alex was really confused as well as actually could not understand what was going on in 
Shiloh’s mind. 

Did he wish to know if Isaac Litt had informed him the password to his savings account 
before he died? 

As a matter of fact, Alex thought about the problem too merely. 

Shiloh and Shelynn were out of community as well as came back last night. Isaac Litt 
was simply one of his agents. 

Even though Isaac Litt was simply a little employer under the medication lord, he had a 
great deal of intel. 

The only thing the brother-sister duo wished to confirm was whether Isaac Litt had 
betrayed his boss. This was really crucial to the drug lord. If Isaac Litt had admitted 



everything, the medication lord must be prepared to manage it so as not to be uprooted 
by the police … 

Shiloh Litt might not presume whether Alex was simply playing foolish or actually did not 
know anything. He did not bother to look into it, took the pistol from Shelynn’s hand, and 
held it to Alex’s head as he screamed, “I’ll provide you one last chance! What did my 
daddy claim? If you inform me the fact, I might keep you to life. Otherwise, you can go 
to hell with your f * cking secret!”. 

Alex, whose life was when again on the line, quickly said, “What do you want to know? 
Do you desire me to duplicate our discussion word for word? 

” Did my papa betray the Boss?”. 

” Employer?”. 

Alex instantly understood and drank his head as he replied, “No.”. 

” Are you certain?”. 

” I’m simply a common individual, not a police officer. Last night, I consulted with your 
dad only to conserve a life, not to try a case. I didn’t even ask him about his manager or 
anything like that. It’s not like he’ll take the effort to discuss it. You took the problem to 
bring me below simply to ask me this?”. 

” Do not ask so many inquiries!”. 

” Well, you’ve got the response you desired, so can you let me go now?”. 

” Even if my father devoted suicide, you drove him to his doom. Now that you remain in 
my hands, do you assume that I’ll still allow you go? What the hell were you thinking? 

You have actually currently provided your statement, so you’re worthless and also can 
pass away in peace currently. Bear in mind, in your next life, simply be an honest guy 
and also don’t meddle in other individuals’s affairs …”. 

Alex regretted it so much. 

If he had recognized previously, he would certainly have postponed better. He likewise 
wondered if Big Ken had actually reached him. 

Boom! 

Just as Alex was looking puzzled and also Shiloh was preparing yourself to disengage 
the safety on his gun, there was a gunfire. 



It was not Shiloh that fired the weapon. The noise of the gunfire originated from outside. 

Then, Shiloh was shot in his ideal arm, which had directly broken short from his elbow 
joint. 

Alex was splashed with blood, and his face was white with fright from the terrible scene 
prior to him. Such an undamaged person with a full arm was unexpectedly damaged. It 
was not even the fractured kind of broken, yet a complete detachment from the body, 
which was a f * cking scene that just happened in horror motion pictures! 

Much like previously, Alex was saved by a sniper once again. 

The difference was that the sniper from the city’s SWAT team last time was using a 
really average small-caliber sniper rifle. 

This time, however, the sniper was certainly using a large-caliber strengthened sniper 
rifle. That was how Shiloh’s arm got detached. 

Shiloh was eliminated as well as laid down on the ground wailing. 

Shelynn swiftly leapt down, did a front roll, took the handgun from Shiloh’s damaged 
arm, after that made a move to shoot Alex. 

Alex lastly restored consciousness, grabbed Shelynn’s appropriate wrist, and also 
intended to do a shoulder toss like Huge Ken. 

Boom boom boom! 

Alex did not have Big Ken’s toughness and also was incapable to precisely hit the gun 
out of Shelynn’s hand. In a haste, Shelynn did not aim at all and also terminated 3 
chance ats arbitrary. 

The first 2 bullets shot previous Alex’s waist and also hit the ground, yet the last bullet 
foraged him as well as produced a bloodstain on the side of his waistline. 

The bullet did not enter his body and also just foraged past, it was still quite terrifying to 
look at. 

Alex was in discomfort and did not also take care of the shoulder throw. He just used his 
hands to regulate Shelynn’s ideal hand and also terminated numerous shots at the wall 
surface up until all the bullets were finished prior to he ultimately breathed a sigh of 
relief. 

In the lack of weapons, even if he was wounded, he was not scared of a weak woman 
like Shelynn Litt. 



Both of them were grappling on the ground for some time till Huge Ken ultimately came 
over, holding a large sniper rifle. 

Large Ken smashed the weapon deal with at the back of Shelynn’s head and also 
straight knocked her unconscious, then threw the gun apart and also leapt to Alex. 

He anxiously cried out, “Youthful Master! Have you been fired? I’m sorry, I’m sorry! I 
was negligent. Hang tough. I’ll take you to the hospital as soon as possible …”. 

Alex drank his head, got Huge Ken’s shoulders, and climbed as he said, “Take me back 
to Gold Stone currently! Isla’s at risk!”. 

” Don’t worry, Young Master. Simply come with me to the medical facility!”. 

I’m simply a little hurt. It’s not a huge offer! 

Alex stated this when he suddenly remembered something. 

” No delay … it’s far too late! Rush and find Shiloh Litt’s phone!”. 
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Big Ken did not know what occurred and was perplexed. 

” Who’s Shiloh Litt? Why do you need his phone?” 

Alex Cohen did not have time to clarify to Big Ken, but he observed a black phone on 
the ground to the left of Shiloh as well as hurried over to it. 

Shiloh remained in extreme pain and also his face was as white as paper while he 
sweated profusely and almost passed out. 

After he heard that Alex was seeking his phone, his eyes instantly illuminated. With his 
left hand, he got a shiny short dagger from his waist and aimed it at Alex. He was 
applying his optimal stamina and also clenched his teeth to scream, “Quit!”. 

Alex stopped and also claimed to Shiloh, “If you wish to save your left arm, order your 
males to terminate the operation!”. 

” You appreciate her a lot, huh? That’s best after that! Last night, you made me shed a 
member of the family, so now it’s your turn. You didn’t anticipate retribution to come so 
quickly, did you? 

Cohen, if you risk come by, I swear I’ll slit your throat! If you don’t want to f * cking pass 
away, go back as well as do not try to grab my phone!” 



. 
” After that you can f * cking try!”. 

After he viciously said that, he proceeded to walk towards Shiloh. Even if he got 
stabbed, he needs to grab the phone and also give Shiloh’s people the order to 
terminate the goal. 

If a woman like Isla encountered an armed assassin in a vulnerable circumstance, the 
consequences would be dire! 

Large Ken comprehended the basic concept. In order not to let Alex take the danger, he 
marched and tried to assist Alex to get the phone. 

When Shiloh saw that the situation was awry, he unexpectedly lifted his short blade and 
also stabbed the phone. He then raised his left hand as well as threw the brief dagger 
which was stayed with the phone out the back home window. 

This way, it would certainly take more time for Alex to locate the phone. 

Even if he did locate it, it would certainly be a pointless phone. 

In Shiloh’s point of view, the individual that Alex was attempting to conserve despite the 
threat was already as good as dead. 

Alex was so distressed that he went mad and wanted to leap over to combat Shiloh, but 
he was pulled back by Huge Ken. When he came back to his senses, he grabbed Big 
Ken’s arm and said in a panic, “Phone … your phone! I need to call Isla! 

Big Ken was made nervous by Alex as well as quickly obtained his phone. 

Alex took over the phone and dialed Isla’s number, but no one addressed the telephone 
call. He desired to call Cynthia Pedestrian, but Big Ken’s phone did not have her 
number and also he did not keep in mind. 

” Hey, where are you? Are you with Isla? There’s an assassin in the workplace, so 
hide!”. 

Big Ken lastly understood what Alex was worried about and also grinned. 

” Youthful Master, I’ve set up a person at Gold Rock …”. 

Currently, at Gold Rock, Isla had just finished a service discussion with a customer as 
well as will leave for supper. 

Isla was strolling at the front with the customers and Cynthia was adhering to behind 
her. After getting Alex’s call, Cynthia took a look around warily and also did not discover 



anything uncommon. She after that overtook Isla who was about to walk right into the 
elevator and murmured, “Alex stated that there’s an assassin in the company and asked 
us to conceal.”. 

” Assassin? Where? He probably saw too many motion pictures, right?” 
. 
Isla also browsed and also claimed with a laugh, after that added, “Where is he?”. 

” He stated he’s in the countryside.”. 

” He’s out with his little girlfriend? That seems around right, since she was most likely 
surprised last night as well as needed more firm. I informed you that I didn’t require to 
give him a possibility, however you still don’t think me. 

Really did not he claim at twelve noon that he would involve the workplace to see me? 
It’s already night as well as he’s still out in the countryside. It’s a good thing I really did 
not wait for him considering that the beginning, else envision my disappointment …”. 

” He likewise claimed that he got shot, so why do not you call and also confirm?”. 

If he ‘d been shot, would certainly he have called you? With all this talk regarding 
assassins and obtaining shot, does he believe that he’s recording ‘Goal Impossible’? 
Let’s get back to service. 

Isla by force ended her discussion with Cynthia, smiled, and walked towards the lift. She 
was so concentrated on her customer that she did not even discover that there was a 
wretched-looking boy that was looking at her from an aisle beside the stairs. 

That individual was one of Isaac Litt’s covertly skilled henchmen, who was living at your 
home beside where Isaac was jailed last evening and had actually witnessed the entire 
apprehension procedure. 

After Shiloh came back, he got to know concerning the circumstance from him and also 
provided him the task of killing Isla Sullivan. 

It had been greater than 35 mins because Shiloh’s last message as well as it was time 
to do it. 

The assassin strolled towards Isla with his head down and both hands in the pockets of 
his loose hoodie, holding a weapon in his right-hand man. 

Simply when he seemed like he had to do with ready to take out his gun as well as 
shoot, a man all of a sudden emerged as well as adhered to him in an odd placement. 



The man got his left arm with his left hand, after that reached over as well as gripped his 
appropriate wrist with his right hand, as well as murmured in his ear, “Do you want to go 
to the bathroom?”. 

The assassin unconsciously responded, “I do not want to.”. 

” Wrong! You intend to!”. 

” No … who the f * ck are you? What are you doing?”. 

” My name is Hunter Yates as well as I’m right here to escort you to the restroom …”. 

This person, who was arranged by Huge Ken to privately safeguard Isla in support of 
Alex was certainly Seeker Yates. 

The assassin did not know Seeker. He virtually went nuts as he simply assumed that he 
had satisfied a psycho that could even be gay. The key was that this “psycho” was 
likewise remarkably strong. 

He appeared extremely casual in limiting his motions, however in fact, he can not even 
take his hands out of his pockets, let alone damage free from the restrictions. He had no 
choice however to see himself get dragged to the restroom. 

Because of his special identity and the fact that he still had a weapon on him, the 
assassin did not dare to call for help as well as transformed his head to stare at Hunter. 
He stifled his curses and also said, “You’ve obtained the wrong f * cking individual? 

I do not even recognize you. If you recognize what’s good for you, let go of me and also 
don’t seek your very own death. If not, I’ll fire you!”. 

Seeker simply grinned smoothly and stated, “You’ll place the gun down!”. 

” No way! I will not place the gun down until I die!”. 

” No, you will certainly …”. 

Seeker claimed this as he unexpectedly exerted some force in his right-hand man and 
also split the assassin’s best wrist. 

The assassin really felt a bone-crunching discomfort as well as involuntarily release his 
grip. 

Hunter rapidly put the assassin’s gun right into his pocket, rushed into the washroom, as 
well as pushed the assassin into a stall. He closed the door as well as pulled out a 
handgun with a silencer, after that held it against the assassin’s head with one hand. 



” I.”. 

The assassin recognized that he was just a charlatan who had actually fulfilled a 
genuine assassin. He was shivering with concern as he claimed, “Bro, I’m just following 
orders! Please don’t eliminate me!”. 

” Whose orders? What’s the order?”. 

” I. I do not dare to state.”. 

Hunter all of a sudden shoved a thick stack of toilet tissue right into the assassin’s 
mouth and also pinned his head against the wall. He waved his gun-wielding right hand 
and also aimed the muzzle of the weapon against the assassin’s knee, then discharged 
without hesitation. With a muffled seem like a stone striking water, the bullet went into 
the assassin’s left knee. 

The assassin was in pain and also covered his left knee with both hands, yet he could 
stagnate his head and also he can not cry out loud. 

The severe discomfort and shock made him urinate and also defecate on himself. Dark 
yellow pee spurted from his crotch. 

Seeker helplessly trembled his head and also claimed, “I told you that you ‘d want to 
bowel movement. Aren’t you peeing now?”. 

” Oooh …”. 

The assassin might not speak and also just made a stifled audio. 

” Do you risk to inform me currently?”. 

After Hunter finished talking, he put the muzzle of the gun on the assassin’s right knee. 

The assassin blinked his eyes intensely as well as made a “mmmmm” audio at the 
same time. 

When Seeker took away the bathroom paper, the assassin, that had currently been 
denied of nerve, abstained from shouting. He wheezed for breath as well as said faintly, 
“Shiloh Litt sent me here. 

” So it really is the remnants of Isaac Litt! Your master’s going to hell, so why do not you 
choose him?”. 

” Bro, I have actually currently informed you every little thing. Please save me …”. 

” If I really did not turn up, would certainly you have saved Isla Sullivan?”. 



Seeker unrelentingly completed his sentence as well as once again gagged the 
assassin’s mouth with bathroom tissue … 
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On the various other hand, Alex Cohen had actually listened to concerning Hunter 
Yate’s secret security of Isla Sullivan from Big Ken. He ultimately really felt eased and 
also said, “No wonder I haven’t been seeing him around lately! 

Huge Ken chuckled heartily and also stated, “Young Master, can you follow me to the 
hospital currently then? Even if it’s not a major injury, you’ll really feel more at ease if 
you most likely to the medical facility for an appointment.” 

” There’s actually no need, it’s just a little scrape. I believe you have a very first help kit 
in your cars and truck? 

Just help me to sanitize the wound as well as place on some medication. Isla’s 
unharmed now, so I’m not quickly to return, yet it’s time to honor my pledge to Shiloh 
Litt. Given that he didn’t treasure the possibility that was offered to him to save his left 
arm, after that he truly can not blame me.” 

” No no … Youthful Master, you’re still wounded so you can not use your toughness. I 
must do it for you.” 

Huge Ken walked directly over and also twisted Shiloh Litt’s left arm 180-degree in 
reverse effortlessly. He after that directly inspected Alex’s injury and also verified that it 
was nothing major prior to he guaranteed Alex to not most likely to the health center. 
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He brought the sniper rifle back to the auto, brought the emergency treatment set, and 
also quickly treated Alex’s injury. 

Equally as he was done, Harvey Simpson came and also arrested Shelynn as well as 
Shiloh Litt. He also took Alex’s declaration and traded some pleasantries. 

He after that grinned as well as claimed, “Alex, you have actually added a whole lot to 
our Narcotics Division. Thanks a lot. If you’re interested, I would love to invite you to join 
our team.” 

Alex giggled awkwardly and claimed, “Captain Simpson, I believe what you indicate is 
that I’m meddling excessive?” 
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Currently it’s a great thing that you took them down … I really feel like you’re a bad 
guy’s nemesis. Not just do we, law enforcers, have to thank you, but the general public 
should thank you even much more. 

I assume that you need to be provided a medal for superior citizenship … Speaking of 
which, I ‘d really like to aid you deal with for it!” 

” Haha! Captain Simpson, you talk too extremely of me. I’m not that wonderful …”. 

As Alex was stating that, Jane Simpson called. She demanded thanking him face to 
face and also welcomed him to supper. She had also booked a table at the Drunken 
Charm Dining Establishment. 

Alex had no choice yet to accept her sincere invite. Since Harvey was right here, he 
would join them. 

Large Ken had actually asked Harvey to prepare one of the policeman to help him drive 
his Lavida back, while he drove Alex’s Lamborghini as well as complied with behind 
Harvey. 

The 3 cars arrived at the Drunken Elegance Restaurant at nightfall. 

Jane’s family was waiting at the entry. 

Last evening, he had actually currently thanked Alex, and also today, he thanked him 
once again along with Jane. In front of every person, they had all honestly shared their 
viewpoints, stating that if Alex required any type of help in the future, he should feel 
complimentary to ask. 
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Right away afterward, Harvey took control of the discussion and claimed to Jane, “Jane, 
you should actually give thanks to Alex as well as Big Ken. 

They saved you and also mosted likely to your house right after the event last evening, 
yet he really did not get to see you. Today, he was even targeted by Isaac Litt’s 
youngsters as well as obtained shot, which nearly triggered a huge issue …”. 

” What?”. 

Jane checked out Alex with vast eyes and said, “Are you harmed? Is it major?”. 

Alex waved his hand as well as claimed, “The bullet simply grazed past my midsection. 
It’s not a big deal.”. 



It’s scary to think regarding it. Allow me see the wound …”. 

As Jane spoke, she was about to lift Alex’s t-shirt to check his wound. 

Alex really felt self-conscious, not that he was embarrassed to lift up his clothing in 
public, however since he thought that it was simply a little wound, which was different 
from the type of bullet injury that most individuals envision. It was honestly not 
worthwhile of everybody’s problem. 

Nevertheless, encountering a lady like Jane, he did not know just how to deny her. 

As Alex contemplated exactly how to manage the situation, he unintentionally 
discovered two familiar numbers inside the Drunken Beauty Dining Establishment – Isla 
Sullivan as well as Cynthia Walker. 

He recognized that Isla had strategies to have dinner with a customer at night, yet he 
did not anticipate it to be such a coincidence. The pair that had no chance to fulfill 
earlier had actually inadvertently faced each other right here. 

Isla saw that Jane was raising Alex’s t shirt. She assumed that they were flirting as well 
as really felt really uncomfortable. 

Alex recognized that Isla’s misunderstanding had actually grown as well as promptly ran 
over after he asked forgiveness to Jane as well as the group. 

Prior to he might run over to the side of the cars and truck, he saw that Isla had 
currently gotten right into her vehicle, secured the door, and also shut her home 
windows. He visited the side and also pulled the door, however as expected, it was 
secured. 

Isla had misconstrued him to the point of not intending to speak to him … 

Cynthia, that had footed the bill as well as asked forgiveness to the customer prior to 
she excused herself, hurried over and looked at Alex, who was standing by the cars and 
truck. 

She claimed, “What, were you tired after an entire day out with your little sweetheart in 
the countryside and also have come to forage for food? You actually know how to select 
a place, huh? You’re not here especially to piss off Lala, are you?”. 

Alex responded helplessly, “Look at what you stated … It’s not at all what you assume it 
is, alright?”. 

” Then what is it? Alex, following time when you want to exist, please be extra cautious 
and also comprise a much more reasonable lie, okay? Assassin? Gunfire? Like Lala 



stated, do you truly assume you’re shooting ‘Mission Difficult’ during the day and now 
you’re calling it a night?”. 

” What’s occurring? Lovely Cynthia, please let me describe …”. 

” What exists to explain to me? Obtain shed!”. 

Cynthia pushed Alex away, indicated to Isla to open the door, after that promptly 
entered into the vehicle and left. 

Harvey ran over, frowned, and stated to Alex, “What’s the matter? Alex, if you really 
have something to do, simply go and also do your thing. I’ll just ask Jane to invite you 
for supper some other time. Anyhow, considering that you’re wounded today, I hesitate 
you can’t consume. When you’re completely recovered, I wish to have a number of 
drinks with you.”. 

” Well … it’s fine.”. 

Alex currently felt ashamed of the Simpson family’s concern and appreciation towards 
him. Since the Simpson’s were all waiting on him, he was as well self-conscious to 
break his pledge. 

He was even more embarrassed to ask Jane to organize one more supper event. With 
little idea, he made a decision to deposit the misinterpreting with Isla as well as had 
supper with the whole group. 

He thought that the group would disperse after a basic dish, after that he might rush 
back to clarify the circumstance to Isla. 

Even though no person was consuming alcohol at the table, the Simpsons were still 
extremely energised. 

Alex felt that the ambience was wrong as several of Jane’s seniors had been discussing 
him and Jane. Today’s dinner event was meant to be a reception to thank Alex, yet in 
reality, it was like Jane’s seniors were assisting her to analyze her fiancÃ©! 

He did not actually care much concerning the attitude of others, however the method 
Jane considered him was likewise different from previously. 

What Alex did not know was that although he had not spent much time with Jane and 
had not known her for very long, her attitude towards him had transformed a lot, as well 
as it did not just alter as soon as. 

At first, Jane listened to Carlton Favelle’s suggestions as well as taken care of Alex 
purely to assist her dad get promoted. 



As Jane found out extra concerning Alex, she felt that he was quite excellent in every 
aspect. Also if she put aside her secret intentions, she still felt that Alex was a close 
friend worth making. 

After Jane was rescued and had actually returned home last night, she learned from 
Harvey that Alex agreed to sacrifice his life to be Isaac Litt’s hostage in order to 
conserve her. That indicated exchanging his life for her life. 

From that moment on, Jane’s sensations in the direction of Alex further magnified. 

Jane’s family had been rigorous with her considering that she was a youngster, so she 
had never ever had a serious connection also after graduating from college, which was 
similar to Alex, who was still an empty sheet of paper in terms of love. Because of this, 
she was much more naive than her peers. She did not think excessive neither too 
deeply and also was conveniently touched. 

Because of this, Jane had a crush on Alex as well as had the intention to continue 
developing it. 

For Alex, this did not really feel right, so he must attempt to correct it … 
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It was not that Alex Cohen did not like Jane Simpson. She was near ideal in every 
aspect as well as no man would certainly not expensive a woman like her. 

With his problems, he was also worthy of Jane. The issue was that he had actually 
already understood that he had actually loved Isla Sullivan. If he still involved himself 
with Jane, would that not make him a playboy? 

After that just how would certainly he be any kind of various contrasted to a scum like 
Jared Xavier, who constantly changed his partner? 

In the current scenario, Alex really felt that his head was mosting likely to explode if he 
permitted the situation to develop. He was extremely oblivious when it came to like, he 
still had the a lot of basic concepts and bottom line, so he would certainly never ever 
two-time someone … 

Jane actually had really unresolved questionUnsolved but she just did simply know how 
to say itState With one look, she could see that Alex as well as Isla’s relationship was 
not normal. Seeing that Alex was absent-minded right now, she waited several times 
and also ultimately articulated out her question. 

” Alex, who was that attractive woman just now?” 
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Alex had currently decided. He repaired his ideas and replied, “That’s my better half, 
Isla Sullivan.” 

” Huh?”. 

Jane was petrified right away. The facial expressions of the Simpson senior citizens had 
additionally quickly stiffened. 

Alex was most scared of unexpected silence. 
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Currently, the silence in the private room was so terrible that it was as if every person 
was iced up. 

The Simpson’s did not expect that Alex would certainly be married and also 
unexpectedly had the feeling that their initiatives had actually been done in vain. 

They had placed in the effort and tried their best. They were so hopeful however in the 
long run, they were dejected. For some time, a number of seniors of the Simpson family 
members were negative. 

When it comes to Jane, her face purged red and also she was as well shocked to 
speak. 

Alex did not wish to make the ambience so unpleasant, but if he did deficient clear 
quicker, it would have been a lot more troublesome later on. 

The discussion was explained as well as their partnership had come to be fragile, so 
even though his stomach still was not complete, he was as well ashamed to sit there 
any longer. He after that took his leave and also fast entrusted Large Ken. 

Harvey Simpson sent Alex and Big Ken to the entryway, then returned to the personal 
room. He stared at Jane as well as asked, “Jane, have not you been working in Alex’s 
firm for a long time currently? How did you not know that he’s already wed? Check out 
all this difficulty! The good news is we haven’t laid everything out yet …”. 

Those that understand the scenario would be fine, however those who really did not 
know would certainly’ve believed that we desired to damage Alex’s marital relationship 
as well as family. Alex is a fantastic guy, it’s not like there’s no various other man 
deserving of you besides him …”. 



Cedric Simpson increased his hand to disturb them and stated, “Jane, didn’t you state 
that it was Carlton’s suggestion since the start? It’s not like you can’t obtain wed either, 
so what’s the factor of him introducing a wedded guy to you?”. 
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Jane was likewise very puzzled. She took out her phone as well as called Carlton’s 
number, after that placed it on loudspeaker 
. 
Harvey and also Carlton were not extremely close, so he was as well timid to speak, but 
Jane’s immediate family was not so courteous, especially Cedric as well as his wife. 

They did not appreciate Carlton’s standing as a rich beneficiary and also simply 
examined him as an average kid without providing him any kind of regard. 

The main factor was that they really felt that Carlton was not reliable in this matter. 

If word ventured out, their household would be laughed at. 

Carlton did not obtain upset. If I recognized Alex was already wed, would certainly I 
even introduce Jane? 

Jane was thrown off balance and stated, “Cousin, are you stating that Alex isn’t 
married? He just told us that he has a partner!”. 

” Well … he is wed.”. 

” What the hell? You’re puzzling me. Is Alex married or otherwise?”. 

” Cousin, don’t stress. Let me finish. Alex’s partner is Isla Sullivan, right?”. 

” Yeah, that’s what he simply stated.”. 

” That’s right! Externally, Alex is indeed wed to Isla, the child of an affluent family 
members, yet in reality, Alex is still single … Isn’t this a little confusing? Sigh … actually, 
I have actually promised my dad not to tell any individual concerning this issue, yet you 
appear to be extremely distressed, so I’ll inform you. According to my dad’s 
examination, Alex and also Isla remain in a phony marital relationship!”. 

” Huh?”. 

The four of them on the other end of the call were once more frustrated. 

” What exactly is the situation, I still don’t recognize, yet according to my dad, Alex as 
well as Isla’s marriage by contract would be immediately liquified once their agreement 
expires. 



Both of them are just nominally husband and wife, but actually, they have no connection 
whatsoever. Additionally, I heard that Alex had some unresolved animosities with Isla’s 
parents …”. 

Carlton had currently told them every little thing in order to explain the situation plainly. 

On the other hand, Alex rushed residence as well as was anxious to describe to Isla. To 
much better describe the circumstance, he additionally called Big Ken and Cynthia over. 

Isla had actually currently determined that Alex had a sweetheart as well as had actually 
existed to her for a long period of time, so she did not intend to pay attention to his 
explanation 
. 
Fortunately, Cynthia, a 3rd party observer, still kept some sense of reason as well as 
consoled Isla. She after that claimed to Alex, “Really did not you wish to discuss? We 
can give you one last chance, yet you ‘d better consider it meticulously before you chat 
since you’ll just get this one possibility.”. 

Alex nodded his head, as well as adhering to the draft he had actually considered on 
the way back, he said in all seriousness, “Let’s start with my connection with Jane 
Simpson. She’s truly just an average employee of my company. We actually do not 
have any other relationship. I was willing to conserve her because Huge Ken generated 
an excellent suggestion … Ultimately, his idea functioned as well as I really did not also 
need to replace her as a captive. There was no threat in all!”. 

” Actually?”. 

” 100%!”. 

” After that why did you lie today? If you obtained shot, exactly how can you still run 
around?”. 

Alex drank his head helplessly, lifted his t shirt, as well as revealed them the bandaged 
wound at his waistline. 

” I did have a gunshot injury, however I never said I was actually fired …”. 

” Are you really injure?”. 

Cynthia frowned. 

Isla’s inquisitiveness was additionally piqued. She leaned in front of Alex, drew the 
bandage off a bit, and saw the blood and mark within. She then asked nervously, “Why 
really did not you say so earlier? It looks quite severe. Will this easy plaster suffice?”. 



Alex put down his t shirt, drank his head, and also said, “For a guy, this wound is 
actually absolutely nothing. It’ll recover after a few days of scarring.”. 

” After that you said something regarding an assassin at the office …”. 

” That’s genuine also. Yet thankfully, he was limited in time.”. 

Big Ken awaited Alex to end up before he secured his phone and also cracked up an 
image Seeker Yates had taken of the assassin in the bathroom. He after that claimed to 
Isla, “I can confirm this. The assassin was taken down by a brother of mine in the 
washroom on the very same flooring as your office … Also, I think that it’s necessary to 
inform you about the Young Master’s experience carefully in the countryside today.”. 

Instantly afterward, Big Ken retold the whole story as well as the reality that Alex was so 
intent on rescuing Isla no matter his very own safety and injury. 

Large Ken, as a male, was also fairly touched at that time. 

Now that Isla as well as Cynthia heard this, they were not only moved, but likewise felt 
guilty. 

Cynthia felt a little embarrassed. She scraped her head and stood up while she claimed, 
“Lala, Alex. since you have actually discussed whatever clearly, my job is full. You guys 
can remain to talk it out yourselves. I’ll go back first … don’t send me out.”. 

Prior to she left, Cynthia also slipped a wink at Isla, showing that she should stop being 
paranoid. 

Big Ken had additionally completed his job and also got up to take his leave. 

Alex and also Isla were the only ones left in the area, as well as both felt a little 
unpleasant. 

Since their misconception was solved, their relationship had just returned to its old state 
of being normal friends as they still had not confessed their sensations for each various 
other. 

Isla considered it for a long time and also lastly discovered a topic to break the silence. 

” Alex, my mommy told me today that she intends to bring my daddy house to 
recuperate, however they’ve been residing in a resort considering that they moved out 
of the suite. When do you think … you’ll relocate to the vacation home?”. 

” I can vacate anytime.”. 



Alex smiled after that proceeded, “However … Isla, according to the arrangement, you 
have to vacate with me.”. 

 


